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Jezioro Pary (ang. Lake of Steam) jest obszarem w Południowym Faerûnie. Mimo swojej nazwy Jezioro Pary jest morzem wewnętrznym połączonym z Lśniącym Morzem. Razem z Shaar na wschodzie Jezioro Pary oddziela Lśniące Południe od reszty Faerûnu. Na północnych i zachodnich brzegach tego zbiornika wodnego istnieje wiele miast i osad, zaś
południowe brzegi graniczą z kolekcją niezależnych królestw znanych jako Królestwa Graniczne. Na środku jeziora znajduje się aktywny wulkan - Skała Arn (więcej...) We’ve detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported
browsers in our Help Center. Help Center You always wished you could be as awesome as her. The intrepid Ir'revrykal retrieved two tomes—the Book of Cylinders and Sarah of Yellowcrest Manor—from the Sunblight clan, but had to contend with a tsucora quori from another world and a shardcaster, not to mention the duergar themselves. Such is
the life of a librarian. For unspecified crimes against good taste, Moviesign was captured and imprisoned in the Cloister of St. Ramedar, the great prison and sanitarium in Tethyr. But at least it gave time to work on some spells: ship shield, crystallomancy, arboreal scamper, and especially daydream. SunderedShor donned a tricorn hat and sailed the
Inner Sea, sighting a dogfish before falling into the coils of a terrible kraken priest. He escaped with a belaying pin and some well-placed firecrackers, before seeking refuge at a temple, though what aid a temple of Loviatar in the Pirate Isles can offer is questionable. We welcome Erdan the Ranger, who met many interesting characters while
wandering with the Vistani, from the paladin Allisa of the Mists and her unicorn; the vampire Sonya Dell'Anar; Zagmira, the Red Wizard; Kohrin Soulez, previous owner of Charon's Claw; and Nib the Miser, a slumlord lost in the Feywild, where he can stay. We also welcome Zombles-allegoy, who sighted some crab folk somewhere; GeekyGamer77,
who ran into, and from, the dread Herald of Zehir; Averagejukeboxhero, who visited the Sembian settlement of Huddagh; and Satnak, who wandered the mean streets of Skullport's Heart. In our Legacy of the Green Regent campaign, our heroes have finally met the villain of the piece—the fierce wererat mage Hekkut the Molted. Will they be
victorious, or will they be the ones squeaking at the next full moon? (New pages | Go to the Forum) The Citadel of Black Ash was a temple to Gilgeam, god-king of Unther, located in the eastern Smoking Mountains near the Black Ash Plain at the apex of a 3-mile-long (5 km) valley filled with waist-deep silty ash, giant monstrous scorpions, and other
hazards. A millennium before Enlil founded the nation of Unther, a clan of dwarven explorers investigating lava tubes deep in the Smoking Mountains inadvertently awakened a great brown wyrm named Vulpomyscan. The dragon enslaved the entire clan and put them to work mining a hoard of gems and building a lair worthy of his cunning and
might. When the expanding Untheric empire eventually encroached upon Vulpomyscan's claimed territory, clashes broke out and the dragon terrorized and plundered the human settlements. Soon after, the god Marduk the Justice Bringer led an army to fight the dragon and defeated him in a titanic battle with heavy loses on both sides. After looting
the Citadel, they abandoned it, and it remained forgotten until Gilgeam, son of Enlil, rediscovered it almost a thousand years later and claimed it for himself. Dragon+ 41 was released on March 22nd, 2022. This issue has a look at the upcoming Journeys Through the Radiant Citadel, the Dragonbone Vale expansion for Neverwinter, and the playable
races of Mordenkainen Presents: Monsters of the Multiverse. It also presents artwork and maps for Candlekeep Mysteries and Fizban's Treasury of Dragons. Finally, there is a discussion of translating D&D to other languages. Mindbreaker #5, released on February 23rd, 2021, is the fifth and final issue in the comic series Mindbreaker which features
the Heroes of Baldur's Gate and serves as a prelude to Baldur's Gate III. The prelude to Baldur's Gate III reaches its ultimate conclusion! Minsc, Boo, Delina, Krydle, Shandie, and Nerys have fought terrible foes, but this one may be the worst. With one of their own facing a fate worse than death, can the Baldur's Gate heroes stop the Mindbreaker?
And if they do, will it even make a difference for their friend? Neverwinter: Dragonbone Vale, released on January 11th, 2022, is an expansion module for the massively-multiplayer role-playing game Neverwinter. In Dragonbone Vale, the evil lich Valindra Shadowmantle has returned to threaten the Sword Coast alongside the Cult of the Dragon, who
have come to possess an ancient artifact with the potential to amplify their foul rituals of undeath. Under the leadership of famed wizard Elminster Aumar, the brave Heroes of Neverwinter will need to work with the allied factions of Protector's Enclave, to reclaim the Dragonbone Vale and put a stop to the Cult's plans. Treasures of the Savage
Frontier is a Dungeons and Dragons computer game developed by Stormfront Studios and published by Strategic Simulations, Inc. It is the sequel to the popular Gateway to the Savage Frontier video games, and was the first ever role-playing video game to feature romance with an AI companion. The players are the famed Heroes of Ascore who
recently halted the Zhentarim's plans to conquer the Savage Frontier and the Moonsea. Continuing this journey of heroism, they are called upon to protect ambassadors from the Lords' Alliance. In a turn of events, the Zhentarim and their allies regroup, abduct the ambassadors one by one, and "replace" them. The new "ambassadors" of the Lords'
Alliance smear the Heroes of Ascore as traitors, and the party must regain their well-earned name. Treasures of the Savage Frontier sees the party reaching new heights, from freeing the oppressed people of Farr Windward to slaying the great white dragon, Freezefire. ...it is 21 Tarsakh, or the 21st of the Claw of Storms. Selûne is a waxing crescent
moon . On this day: In 1374 DR, the new leaders of the Iron Throne trading company held a secret meeting beneath a Ordulin warehouse. Hogley, Krakosh, Maready, Seecher, and Skitt decided to keep the organization in operation, but it was evident that the geas spells placed on them by Sfena were beginning to wear off. In Zakhara, pigeons were
often trained to deliver messages across vast distances, or to help sailors scout for dry land. Elsewhere in the Realms, pigeons made for decent pie filling. Every hundred years or so, the dracolich known as the Everlasting Wyrm would reform in the Sharawood, and the Myrkulyte crusaders of the Knights of the Eternal Dragon would ride out and
destroy it. The necromantic spell haunted reverie allowed a cleric of Kiaransalee to curse an elf so that the next time they entered the reverie, their sleep-like state of meditation, they became trapped in a living nightmare. The spell reed staff allowed followers of the halfling deities Sheela Peryroyl and Yondalla to turn an ordinary blade of grass into a
fully functional quarterstaff. Unbeknownst to the Cult of the Sacred Skull—a strange, fanatical cult in the Anauroch desert—their mind flayer leader was actually a phaerimm in disguise. Specialty priests of Sharess, the Dancing Lady, were known as sensates. Master manipulators, sensates were often skilled singers or dancers, and alluring to boot—
and, failing that, could call upon charm magic to achieve their goals. The Society of Sensation, one of the fifteen factions of Sigil, believed the only validation of existence was that which could be experienced through the senses. Only beings that had experienced everything could become aware of the "universal Truth". The author of the seminal work
To Counter the Assumption of a Flat Faerûn was frustrated that many Torilians insisted the world was flat despite the "indisputable" proof that it was shaped like a ring or a doughnut. X the Mystic's Arcane Grimoire was a powerful spellbook in the possession of Ygga Raxyg, an arcanaloth librarian bound to the lowest level of the Tomb of the Nine
Gods by Acererak himself. The sea hag coven consisting of Auntie Unk, Granny Muyuk, and Nana Pocktuss struck a pact of mutual protection with a neighboring Cult of Talos; the Talassans also supplied the hags with the scrumptious remains of drowned sailors. Although initially annoyed being summoned to scout the aboleth city of Xxiphu, the angel
of exploration Mapathious soon grew curious and committed to the task—at least until he was murdered by a kraken. And, from the archives: The Fireplace Level was a large dungeon beneath the villa of the noble Gost family of Waterdeep, and a favored haunt of the famous vampire lord Artor Morlin and his undead underlings. The Temple of Ubtao
in the Chultan city of Mezro was built by the deity Ubtao himself. The building's exterior was magically fashioned so it looked exactly the same from all angles. Hatchrin Alet'taz was the consort of Erelal Freth, drow matron of House Freth in Undermountain, but lost his position after being falsely accused of plotting to poison his and Erelal's unborn
child. Gustaf Stellern, or "Falcon the Hunter", was the owner of a hunting lodge in the Neverwinter Wood. It catered to bored nobles and was decorated with orc skulls. Mayella Meadowbrock, daughter of the wealthy merchant Barthelm, was described as "the fairest flower in Cormyr". Although she had many suitors, she only had eyes for a roofer
named Rolf. Even before it fell into ruin, the port town of Pros was a ramshackle affair consisting of rickety docks and deteriorating buildings. When the Sea of Fallen Stars receded from its ports, so did its citizens. Lesser tree healing allowed an adherent of Baervan Wildwanderer to rejuvenate by drawing upon the healing energies of a tree. This
could last a long time, lending the spell its other name: tree nap. The Illistine family of Chondath were, at varying times, the rulers of Hlondeth, Sembia, and Westgate. Their dynasty ended abruptly when Mulsantir Illistine III was killed by an agent of the Shoon Imperium. Menhirs were not an uncommon sight in Faerûn, having been erected since
ancient times to serve as religious shrines, landmarks, and, by the ancient Yuir people, to power enormous magical portals. (Archive | More new pages) Alustriel Silverhand, High Lady of Silverymoon and Chosen of Mystra. Well met, traveler! This wiki covers the rich and popular Forgotten Realms campaign setting for Dungeons & Dragons from TSR,
Inc. and Wizards of the Coast, including Realmslore from the Oriental Adventures, Al-Qadim, Maztica, The Horde, Planescape, and Spelljammer settings, covering sourcebooks, novels, video games, comics, and more across all editions. See the aims and scope of this wiki here. Need help, have a request, or found something not right? Then post a
query in the forum, make a request here, or contact an admin. Note: Edit regularly? Make a Fandom account to see fewer ads. Beware: This wiki does not provide spoiler warnings. Realmslore People—Drizzt, Elminster, all your favorite heroes and villains, and other interesting folk. Races—All the races of the Realms, humanoid and monstrous alike.
Organizations—The Harpers, Zhentarim, and everything in between. Creatures—Things that climb, crawl, fly, slither, swim, and usually bite. Geography—Faerûn's towns, kingdoms, wildernesses, and more. History—From the dawn of the creator races to the present age. Deities—The deities of all the pantheons and races. Cosmology—The many
planes of existence, how they connect, and who inhabits them. Magic—Magic in the Forgotten Realms, be it arcane, divine, or stranger arts. Items—Gems and jewelry, poisons and potions, weapons and armor, and more. From minor trinkets to artifacts of epic power and renown. Media Crunch Classes—The myriad classes, kits, paragon paths,
prestige classes, and epic destinies available to the people of the Forgotten Realms. Spells—Selected spells with special relations to the Forgotten Realms.
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